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O R D E R 

 

 PER SHRI N.V.VASUDEVAN, VICE-PRESIDENT: 

  This is an appeal by the assessee against the order dated 

1/3/2019 of CIT-IV, Bengaluru relating to asst. year 2010-11. 

2. In this appeal by the Assesee, two issues have to be 

adjudicated.   The first issue is with regard to the validity of 

initiation of proceedings for reassessment u/s 147 of the Income 

Tax Act, 1961 (Act).  The second issue is whether the Revenue 
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authorities were justified in recomputing the book profits of the 

assessee us/ 115JB of the Act. 

3. The facts and circumstances giving raise to this appeal are 

that the Assessee is a company engaged in the business of 

manufacturing of precision automotive parts and aerospace 

components.  For asst. year 2010-11, the Assessee filed a return of 

income declaring a total income of Rs.4,13,939/- and book profit of 

Rs.3,82,83,820/- under the provisions of sec. 115JB of the Act.  As 

per the provisions of Sec.115JB of the Act,  in case of a company, 

the income tax payable on the total income as computed under the 

income tax act in respect of any previous year is less than 18.5% of 

its BOOK PROFIT, then such book profit shall be deemed to be the 

total income of the assessee and the tax payable on such total 

income shall be the amount of income tax at the rate of 18.5%. In 

other words every company has to compute its income tax liability 

as per two sets of provisions  (i)  Income tax computed as per 

normal provisions of income tax act. (ii) Income tax computed as 

per provision of section 115JB of income tax act.  Book Profit is 

defined in the explanation 1 to section 115JB as book profit means 

the net profit as shown in the profit & loss account for the relevant 

previous year prepared in accordance with the provisions of the 

Companies Act, 1956 and as increased and decreased by some 

prescribed items. 

4.  In the course of the Assessment proceedings, the AO noticed 

that the Assessee had written off sum of Rs.10,29,59,360/- as 

“investment written off” and the same were reduced from the 

computation of total income as per the normal provision of the Act.   
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5. The AO called upon the assessee to explain the nature of the 

claim made by the assessee.  In reply the assessee submitted that 

the Assessee made investment in 100% subsidiary company named 

MPP holdings Ltd. MPP holdings Ltd., was in the business of 

making investments and had made investments in various 

companies in Europe. One such company in which MPP Holdings 

Ltd., had made investment was a company by name MPP-Slovakia. 

MPP Holdings Ltd., had given Bank Guarantee to HSBC, Slovakia . 

Due to various reasons HSBC Slovakia invoked the bank guarantee 

given to it by MPP Holdings Ltd., amounting to 6,00,000/- Euros. 

Conseqently, the value of investments held by the Assessee in MPP 

Holdings Ltd., eroded considerably and the Assessee wrote of the 

diminution in value of investments in the profit and loss account 

and claimed the same as allowable expenditure, incidental to its 

business.  According to the Assessee as per Memorandum of 

Association of the company, one of the objectives of the assessee 

was giving bank guarantee to its subsidiary companies. 

6. The AO did not allow the claim of the assessee for the 

reason that the expenditure in question was in the nature of capital 

investment and any diminution in the value of such investment has 

to be reduced from capital and cannot be claimed as a deductible 

Revenue expenditure.   

7.  Similarly the assessee had claimed as deduction a sum of Rs.47 

lakhs in the profit and loss account on account of provision for 

obsolete machinery.  The AO held that the expenditure was not an 

actual expenditure and was only a nature of provision and hence 

cannot be allowed as a deduction.  Ultimately the AO computed the 

total income of the assessee as follows:- 
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“The total income of the assessee and the tax payable thereon 

are computed as under:- 

Tax under MAT provision: 

 

Tax under normal provision :- 

  

Since tax payable under MAT provision works out to higher than 

what tax payable under Normal provision, the income under MAT 

provision is adopted for computation of tax.  

8. The aforesaid order of the AO passed u/s 143(3) of the Act 

was dated 26/2/2013.  The AO issued a notice u/s 148 to the 

assessee for asst. year 2010-11 dated 1/9/2017.  Reasons recorded 

by the AO before issue of notice u/s 148 of the Act were as follows:- 

“The assessee is engaged in the business of 
manufacturing of Precision Automotive parts and 
Aerospace components and derives income from the 
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same. For the relevant assessment year assessee 
had file return of income on 29-9-2010 declaring a 
total income of Rs413939 after setting of loss of 
Rs15,24,14,086/- and income of Rs3,82,83820/- 
under MAT provisions. The return was processed on 
31-8-2011 and scrutiny assessment was completed 
on 26.2. 2013 taking mat provisions for computation 
of tax. 

It is seen from the assessment records that 
assessee debited Rs. 10,29,59,360/towards 
investment written off This expenditure was 
disallowed in scrutiny assessment while computing 
income under normal provisions by stating that the 
investment made in the subsidiary company shares 
namely MPP holding in turn in mpp Slovakia is 
clearly of capital investment and any diminution on 
the value of investment has to be reduced from 
capital and cannot be claimed in p and L account 
hence assessee company ought to have added the 
entire amount written off as investment while 
arriving at the total income. Since the same has not 
been done, this amount of Rs.lO,2959,360/- shown 
as investment written off is added back to the 
return income of the ssessee. 

On perusal of re ords it is noticed that you assessee 
has not sold out any investment and is merely 
providing for the diminution in value of the 
inves ment as per notes on accounts. As the 
provisions of diminution of value in investment are 
to be added to the book profit, the said amount 
should have been added to the book profit for the 
computation of MAT. 

Similarly a sum of Rs 47 lakh being provision for 
obsolete machinery was disallowed and added 
back to the income under normal provisions. 

However the same was not added to the MAT 
income. 

From the above discussion it is clear that both the 
disallowances were to be added to the MAT income 
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also while computing the total tax. Therefore I have 
reason to believe that RslO,7659,360/- has escaped 
assessment within the meaning of section 147 of 
the IT Act 1961.” 

9. The assessee filed objections before the AO pointing  out that 

the initiation of reassessment proceedings  u/s 147 of the Act was 

not valid.  The AO by an order dated 18/9/2017 dismissed the 

aforesaid contention of the assessee.  It was a plea of the assessee 

before the AO that the first proviso to sec 147 makes amply clear 

that where an assessment under sub-section (3) of section 143 or 

u/s 147 has been made for the relevant assessment year, no action 

shall be taken under section 147 of the Act, after the expiry of four 

years from the end of relevant assessment year, unless any income 

chargeable to tax has escaped assessment for such assessment 

year by reason of the failure on the part of the Assessee  to make a 

return u/s 139 or in response to a notice issued under sub section 

(1) of section 142 or section 148 or to disclose fully and truly all 

material, facts necessary for his assessment, for the assessment 

year. 

10. In the present case, the assessment u/s  143(3) for the AY 

2010-11 was made on 26.02.2013, and subject matter of reasons 

recorded for reopening is as below.  

a) Write off Investments  

b) Provision  for Obsolete Inventory 

Both of items were  fully and truly  disclosed by the assessee during 

the course of assessment u/s 143(3) itself and would be evident 

from the fact that these items of expenditure were considered and 
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disallowed while computing total income of the Assessee under the 

normal provisions of the Act.  Therefore, the lime limit for issuance 

of notice before the expiry of 4 years ends on 31.03.2015. The 

Assessee pointed out that the notice u/s 148 was issued on 

30.03.2017, hence it is time barred under the proviso to Sec.147 of 

the Act.  

11. In support of the aforesaid contentions  the assessee placed 

reliance on certain judicial pronouncements.  The AO in his order 

dated 18/9/2017 disposed of the aforesaid objections and has 

taken the view that the sufficiency or correctness of the material is 

not a matter to be considered at the time of initiation of re-

assessment proceedings.  Ultimately the AO passed an order u/s 

143(3) r.w.s c 147 of the Act in which he took the view that 

provision for diminution   in value  of investment and provision for 

obsolete machinery were contingent in nature and therefore while 

computing  book profit u/s 115JB of the Act  they have to be added 

to the profit as per the profit and loss account for arriving at book 

profit u/s.115JB of the Act.  Accordingly the book profit was 

computed by the AO as follows:- 

Computation of Income as per MAT provison 
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Since tax payable under MAT provision worked out to higher than 

what tax payable under Normal Provision, the income under MAT 

provision was adopted for computation of tax.  

12. The order of the AO was confirmed by the CIT(A) on both the 

issues of validity of initiation of re-assessment proceedings as well 

as the addition to the book profits made in the re-assessment 

proceedings. 

13. Aggrieved by the order of the CIT(A), the assessee is in appeal 

before the Tribunal. 

14. We have heard the submissions of the ld counsel for the 

assessee on the validity of initiation of re-assessment proceedings 

u/s 147 of the Act.  At the outset we observe that the assessment 

year in the present case is AY 2010-11 and an order of asst. u/s 

143(3) of the Act was already passed by the AO on 26/2/2013.  The 

re-assessment proceedings have been initiated  by the AO by issue 

of notice u/s 148 of the Act dated 30/2/2017.  As per the first 

proviso to sec. 147 of the Act an action u/s 147 can be taken in a 

case where an assessment was already completed u/s 143(3) of the 

Act within the period of 4 years from the end of relevant asst. year.  

However, if there is failure on the part of the assessee to disclose 

fully and truly all material facts necessary for his assessment for 

that assessment. year then the notice u/s 148 of the Act can be 

issued within a period of 6 years from the end of the relevant asst. 

year. 

15. The question therefore is as to whether it can be said in the 

present case that there was a failure on the part of the assessee to 

disclose fully and truly all material facts necessary for his 
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assessment.  In this regard it is clear from the perusal of the order 

passed u/s 143(3) of the Act that  same item which have not been 

added to the book profits u/s 115JB of the Act were added in          

the originally concluded assessment. proceedings u/s 143(3) of the 

Act when the total income of the assessee was computed under the 

normal provisions of the Act.  Therefore, it cannot be said that there 

was any failure on the part of the assessee to fully and truly 

disclose all material facts necessary for his assessment.  The plea of 

the assessee is  supported by the following  decisions :-  

1) MSEB Holding Co.  Ltd., Vs. DCIT, 102 Taxmann.com 208 
(Bom.)  

2) Gujarat ECO Textile Park Ltd., Vs, ACIT 60 Taxmann.com 
296 (Bom.) 

3) Sun Investment Pvt. Ltd., Vs ACIT, 344  ITR 1 (Delhi) 

4) CIT Vs. Mysore Cements Ltd., 35 Taxmann.com 294 (Kar) 

 

16. In view of the aforesaid judicial pronouncements and in view 

of the fact that there was no failure  on the part of the assessee to 

fully and truly disclose material facts, the reopening of the 

assessment u/s 147 beyond the period of 4 years is not valid.  

Consequently the order of re-assessment  u/s 147 of the Act is 

liable to be annulled on this ground and is hereby annulled.   In 

view of the decision on the aforesaid ground on the validity of 

initiation of proceedings u/s 147 of the Act, the issues on merits of 

the appeal of the assessee are not being considered. 
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17.    In the result,  the appeal of the assessee is allowed. 

    Order pronounced in the open court on 6th September, 2019. 

                Sd/-                                                    Sd/- 
    (  A.K.GARODIA  )                      ( N.V. VASUDEVAN) 
ACCOUNTANT MEMBER                        VICE PRESIDENT 
       
Bangalore,  
Dated, the 6th September, 2019.  
 
/VMS/ 
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